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Abstract 

There a re several advantages of inverse imaging over present standa rd imagin g 
methods such as improved spatia l resolu tion , freedom from multiple scattering and 
reverberation ar t ifacts , and t rue qua nt itat ive imaging. We verify th ese ad vantages a nd 
illumina te t he progression from theory to simulat ion, to labo ratory experiments, and 
finally to planned field exp eriments . We show examples of inverse scat t ering in radar, 
sonar , and low-frequency elect romag net ic (EM) radiation in a geophysical contex t , 
and compa re th ese ima ges with conventional methods. We discuss the import ance 
of calibration in order to implement inverse scattering procedures, and explain how 
such calibration is effected . We summarize the requ irements for proper implementat ion 
of inverse scattering imaging and point out where such met hods will yield real benefits 
over standard imaging techniques. The paper a lso enumerat es t he factors requ ired for 
t he development of practical field inverse scatterin g imaging devices. 
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31.1 Introduction 
Computer modeling of environmental problems and the ir solutions is often appli 
important classes of problems: 

•	 Modeling of flow and diffusion of natural and manmade materials. 
flow and diffusion problems are 

- solution of the weather prediction problem, but in particular predictio 
patterns; 

prediction of ocean currents and their coupling with weather patterns; 

-	 prediction of flow of ground water; and 

-	 prediction of flow of toxic spill materials [4] . 

•	 Modeling of diagnostic probing radiation and extraction of environmental site 
tion. Modeling of diagnostic probing radiation is an example of solving the ' 
forward scattering problem. Here, the word scattering is used in a general . 
includes prediction of transient fields, time harmonic fields, and static fiel . 
fields can be electromagnetic acoustic, elastic, and even composite fields sui 
used in magnetic resonance imaging. The modeling of probing radiation is v. 
for predicting the response of the environment to probing radiation. The fi 
scattering problem is a part of the more difficult inverse scattering problem,y! 
the spatial distribution of the material properties that cause scattering are so ....
computational means; thus a quantitative image of the scattering model is so 
the remainder of this paper we focus on this second class of problems. Our app 
has been described in a series of papers [2, 3, 7, 8, 18, 19, 20] . ....

In the direct scattering problem, a selected computer simulation model of the envi 
ment is probed by radiation and the response is evaluated for closeness of match to ] 
observed from real field data. If the match is close, then one can say at least that the me 
is a likely candidate for the true environment. If, in addition, the model fits multiple 
of independent data collected from field data at the same environmental site (e.g., diffei 
source and receiver positions at different temporal frequencies) then the likelihood oi 
accurate match of the model to the truth is improved. Confidence in the accuracy of 
selected model( s) becomes very high if models similar in some respects, yet different ' 
others, produce forward scattered data that do not match the field data. This trial a 
error approach is often used as a simple and intuitive method to find a close match to t 
true distribution of scattering parameters. This approach is reasonable for simple goo 
tries or when a priori information about the environment is known. For more compb 
environments, a more analytical and systematic approach, such as inverse scattering, 
useful. 

The solution to the inverse scattering problem supplies a direct, deterministic, cal 
culated estimation of the spatial distribution of the material properties (the scatterin 
potential) that cause scattering. In ideal situations, with sufficient data and with app 
priate active constraints, this solution provides an accurate, fully resolved, quantitativi 
image of the scattering potential. In other words, the solution is unique. However, in many 
cases, these ideal conditions are not met (for example, data are sparse or the problem is 
not sufficiently constrained) . In these cases, the images formed will show distortion, lack ' 
of accuracy, or mixing of scattering potential components. 
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TABLE 3 1.1 

Green's Operat or and Scattenng Po tent ial fo r A coustic and Electroma gneti c Cases. 

~ame Symbol Acoustic case I E lectromag n etic cas e 

i Field C ",(x ) f...,,;,(x ) ! E",o(x ) 

IG reen's 
Op erator 

G~. ( x - x' ) G(ko , I x - x ' Il I (k; +\} 2)G(ko , i x - x' I) I 

i Scattering 

I Potential 

f ..) (x ) I l l - ~J + I l ~ - 1J - i[ ~Jc (x) <0 ~' '' o 

I ~ . p ~ ( x ) \72p - 1 ( x ) - i 2~;r~ fl I 

We now present a symboli c deri vation of the relat ionship between th e solut ions of the 
forward and inverse scattering problems and discuss applications. \Ve shall use the volume 
integral equation formulat ion of the wave equation as an example of th is rela t ionship. We 
not e that some high contrast proble ms involving discrete objects require the use of extra 
sur face integral terms to supplement the volume integr al terms. 

The most genera l form of the Lippm ann-Schwinger volume integral scat tering equa tion 

f~¢C (x ) = C iP (x ) - JGw(x - x' ) · {[...,(x /)C,;(X/)} , x' ,»: E SRn (1) 

5 

is presented , along with examples of applicat ions. By choosing different Green 's funct ions 
Gw (or dyadi cs) and scalar (or vector ) fields f, one can simulate scattering for acoustic , 
elastic, an d electromagnetic fields in one to four dimensions. Th e scattering object with 
bounded support, 8 , is defined by the scattering potenti al , or operator f w , which is 
composed of the relevant material pa rameters. The subscript w denotes t he angular 
frequency. The vector f consists of the components of th e induced total field and r tlC 

is the incident field , The subscript 1> denotes a particular source position (view). The 
Green 's operator, Gw , is shift invariant if scattering occurs in a homogeneous spa ce, but 
is more complicated in genera l. Exploitation of t his shift invariance plays a crucial role in 
the num erica l efficiency of our algorithm. Equ ation (1) can be solved uniquely for the total 
field, f, given f nc and f w, These equations are referred to as the total field equations and 
Table 31.1 shows the specific form of the fields, Green 's operato r , and sca ttering poten tial 
for the acoustic (scala r field and operator) and electromagnet ic (vector field and dyadic 
operator) cases, respect ively. 

Let a set of measurements of the scattered field, [Scat = f - f inc, be made at a set of Nd 

det ecto r loca tions for <I> views and 0 frequencies. T hen the detector equations are given by 

f "cat ( )w¢ X d = JG,A Xd - x') . {f w(x/)C¢( X/)} , (2) 

S 

d 1, 00 " IVd, 1> = 1,. 00, <I> , w = 1'00. , 0 . 

The general nature of these relationships is illust ra ted in Table 31.1 for acoustic and 
electromagnetic cases. In Table 31.1: Co and c(x) are phase speeds in the background 
and per turbed material , respectively; p(x) is dens ity ; o (x ) is acoustic absorption: ~o and 
c(x ) are the permittivi ty in the background and perturbed material , respect ively; and O' (x ) 
is the conductivity. If (1) is wri t ten symbolically as (1- Gw{f~,} ) f = f int , then the field f 
which is the solu tion to the forward scattering problem, is given by 

:: : 
:;, 

·~·~ i 
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, £ = (I - Gw{rw})- l(inc. 

Equation (2) is written symbolically as 

(Gw{rw})£ = £scat. 

If	 (3) is substituted into (4), the result is (Gw{rw}) (1- Gw{rw})-lfinc = £8 
solution to the inverse scattering problem is found by solving this last equation.f 
This is conveniently done by optimization methods using conjugate gradients 01' 
techniques. The solution is the r which minimizes the square of the L2norm of the eli 
between the predicted and measured scattered fields [2, 7, 8, 18, 19, 20] 

r = min II (Gw{rw})(1 - Gw{rw}t1(inc _ £scat 11 2 • 
r 3 

The solution from equation (5) is at a single frequency only. Time domain so 
are found by inverse Fourier t ransforming a set of such harmonic solutions (elir, 
domain solution methods have been described in [17]). In the case of using the 
Fourier transform, it is sometimes important to incorp orate physical constraints " 
the Kramers-Kronig relations to increase the quantitative accuracy of the reconati 
images [13]. We now demonstrate a series of applications and examples that 
approach; they are taken from computer simulations of ground penetrating radar, 
and sonar imaging, low-frequency electromagnetic (EM ) imaging, and from data co 
in the laboratory. 

31.2 Advanced ground penetrating radar	 , 
31.2.1 Introduction to features of advanced ground penetrating rad 
The projected advantages of applying inverse scattering methods to ground penet " 
radar (GP R) are significant: 

•	 a maximum spat ial resolution of half a wave length at the highest
 
component,
 

•	 quantitative imaging of material phase speed and absorption, and 

•	 removal of reverberation and speckle artifacts. 

The price that must be paid to obtain these advantages includes 
requirements: 

•	 calibrat ion of the transmit antenna beam pattern in the near field, 

•	 calibration of the receiver antenna sensit ivity pattern in the near field , 

•	 calibration of other components of the system transfer function, 

•	 development of elielectrically loaded , wide bandwidth antennas that couple dir ectl 
to the earth (this eliminat es the problem of crit ical angle reflections using air load, 
antennas), and 

•	 development of integrated high-speed digitizers and computational hardware. 

Since the above requirements are formidable, we adopted a two-pronged approach t h~ 

includes 

•	 development of improved methods intermediate between the present GPR and 
inverse methods, and 
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crescent wrench, 12em depth 

FIG. 31.1. lllustmtion of the arrangement and depth of burial in sand of various m etal objects. 

• development of full inverse scattering methods. 

The first prong of this approach is based on augmenting and improving common CPR. 
CPR is often used only to display raw reflect ivity da ta (echo st rength versus time versus 
lateral displacement of radar antenna). The value of this data is enhanced if it is used to 
form images by various linear processes such as migration , beam forming, or backprojection. 
Image quality can be further improved by addition of further advanced features such as 

•	 correction for refract ion and absorp tion, 

•	 collection of data on two-dimensional (2-D) grids to form three-dimensional (3-D) 
linages, and 

•	 use of advanced visualization methods to display 2-D and 3-D images. 

Correct ion for refraction in the first prong approach is a very importan t fea ture and 
can be done one of two ways [1, 6, 9, 10, 11,12, 14, 15, 16]: 

•	 introduced as an ad hoc model, or 

• est imated from the dat a (use of ph ase aberr ation correction). 

The first approach, using a given model, is appli ed to making the image in Figure 31.1. 
The second prong of our approach for demonstrat ion of advanced C PR through inverse 

scat tering requires a more studied and incremental app roach. Unlike ordinary CPR, theory 
for inverse sca ttering CPR requires th at the calibration of the an tennas and the total 
system be included in the inversion process. If calibrat ion is done properly, t hen accurate 
assumption abo ut the background media are not required or are minimal relative to ordinary 
CPR. Calibration issues were approached in three steps: 

•	 imagin g studies including both simulated single frequency data and simulated multiple 
frequency reflection data using point sources and receivers where calibration is not 
an issue, 

•	 imaging from a laboratory scanner using a single frequency and 360 degree scat terin g 
data (nonpoint source, requiring calibrat ion), and 

•	 imaging from laboratory scanning using multiple frequencies and reflect ion mode da ta 
(nonpoint source, requiring calibration) .
 

These three steps are described in Sect ion 31.2.3 below.
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FIG. 31.2. Excellent microwave image of C-clamp at 9 em depth in sand. The data set 

collected on a 61x61 point scan grid using40ifrequencies between 1 GHz and 18 GHz and bis 

antennas with fixed separaticn of 27 cm for a step size of 1 cm in x and y. 

FIG. 31.3. A microwave image made at 15 cm depth in sand. Note that the C-clamp sh 

almost zero reflected power at this depth, while the deeper objects are detected (pliers, cres 

wrench, hammer). 

31.2.2 Simple reflection mode imaging from real data 
Figures 31.1-31.3 show progress in forming 3-D, GPR images made by correcting f' 
Snell's law of refraction at the surface of the soil/air interface. The computed :p 
image is displayed by use of a commercial visualization program called Spyglass [5Jt 
is an extension of an earlier program called Image developed at the National Cent. 
for Supercomputer Applications (NCSA) at the University of illinois. The data setv:{, 
collected using two broad-band antennas, in bistatic mode, operating from 1 to 18 G 
and coupled to an HP 8720C network analyzer. The antennas scanned as a pair, with 
separation, in a 2-D pattern of 60 em by 60 em with 1 em increments. A frequent 
sample separation of 42.5 MHz gave a range of 23.5 nanoseconds that corresponds <: 

r = ~ct = ~(300mIJLs)(0.0235JLs) = 3.5m. The targets are metal tools (G-clamp, hamm 
crescent wrench, pliers) buried from 9 em (C-clamp) to 13 em (wrench) below the surf: 

2of the sand. The measured dielectric constant K = -!;, = n = (~)2 is 2.35. The index .....

refraction n = J2.35 = 1.53 and the depth spatial resolution is ';'8 = ~~~~:::rl = 8.8m~ 
Here, B is bandwidth, Co is phase speed in air , and c is phase speed in sand. The latera 
spatial resolution is limited by the numerical aperture given by Snell's law for refractioi 
at the sand/air interface. The wave length in sand is A = ~ = 7. For a rectangul . 
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air, C=300 kmlms 

• ,5 transmitter locations 

196 receivers equally distributed 
between the two endpoint transm itters 

~ ~aL • 

... 1 ... ... 

earth Poo, 
I 
I 

11n 
I 

Er" 18. C =70 kmlms 
I 
I 

of 

------~~--------. 
object 1 C" 64 .5 kmlms maximum frequency =566 MHz 
object 2 C = 67.4 kmlms minimum frequency = 17 MHz 
object 3 C = 82.8 kmlms 32 equally spaced frequencies 

from min to max used in inversion . 

FIG. 31.4. A simulation model was constru cted (as shown) o] three cylindrical objec ts with 
differing radar velocities, imbedded in an earth haljspace. The phase speed oj radar (which brackets 

that oj earth) is shown [or air, earth and the three cylinders. 

aperture, the spatial resolution (for the first zero crossing with one antenna) is given by 
~x = A/ sin( 4¢sand), where 4¢sand is the full aperture angle . Let the angular beam width of 
th e antenna in air be Bair and let 4 ¢sand = Bsand ' Then Snell's law gives sin Bair = n sin Bsand , 

and ~x = .la....,.-!L-f} = (J . . For n = 3, Bair = 45°, and f = 18 GHz, the lateral spatial. ...,....k....
n S In c:n r SIn cer

resolut ion ~x = 23.6mm. 
Using dielectrically loaded antennas to provide direct coupling into the ground would 

give n t imes better spatial resolution, i.e, (for n = 3), ~x = 23.6/3 = 7.86mm. Further 
improvement in signa l-to-noise ratio and speckle reduction can be achieved by collect ing a 
data set wit h multiple offset dis tances between the transmitter and receiver . 

31.2.3 Imaging from simulated data 
We now present a simulation example that indicates the promise of inverse scattering ap
proaches over conventional CPR met hods. Inverse scattering would provide quantitatively 
accurate images of material properties, corrected for diffraction, refraction, and reverbera
tion effects, and would provide much greater information for material characteriza tion and 
the undistorted imaging of object shape. 

Scattering data for a set of transverse mode (TM) polarized line transmit ters and 
receivers was generated by solving our integral equa tion (IE) formulation of the forward 
scattering problem over a bandwidth of 17 to 566 MHz at 32 equally spaced frequen cies. 
The model used is shown in Figu res 31.4 and 31.5. The image made (using very wide 
band radar) is shown in Figure 31.6 and is excellent in the categories of spatial resolution, 
freedom from artifacts, and quantitative accuracy. The image shown in Figure 31.7 (using 
medium bandwidth) is less accurate and has some arti facts , but has good spat ial resolution 
and is, never theless, still quite good. 

The image shown in Figure 31.8 was made using standard radar backprojection (using 
an adapted seismic migration program incorporating refraction correc t ion) and is of poor 
quality in comparison with that of Figure 31.7. The spatial resolution is fair to good in 
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FIG. 31.5. Gray scale ima ge of the true ,(x) =er(x ) - 1, where er is the diel«
 
relative to the eartt: imbedding. A 6.,x 32 pixel model was used with a pixel dimensio '
 

MHz for a grayscale range of , = 0.2 (black) to -y = -0.1 (white ).
 

FIG. 31.6. Gray scale image of the inverse scattering reconstruction of , (x) = 
where e; is relative to the earti: imbedding for a gm y scale range of , = 0.2 (black) { 

(white) . FUll bandwidth from 17 to 566 MHz was used (32 frequencies) and the reco " 

nearly perfect. The depth is i).min at 17 MHz. 

FIG. 31.7. Gray scale ima ge of the reconstru cted ,(x) =er(x) - 1, where e; is relativ 

earth imbedding for a gray scale range of, = 0.2 (black) to , = -0.1 (whit e). Partial 00, 
from 70 MHz to 566 MHz was used (29 frequencies) and in this case note the slight blurrij 

loss of quantitative accuracy relative to Fig. 31.6. This is caused by the decrease in OOndwidtJ 

of low-frequency informa tioti], The depth is ).min for 70 MHz. 
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F IC . 31. 8. Grayscale im age of the backprojectio n of the sim ulated data. This approach 

produces an im age of "rejh 'c1i d ty " - a no nquan titati ue param eter thai reveals interf ace reflectio ns 

only. Present state-of-the-art C PR units produce im ages of thi s type. 

some regions but poor in other regions. Both target number 1 and 2 are eas ily seen bu t 
target number 3 is invisible. T he bo tt om of target number 1 is visible but its top is not. 
These result s ind ica te th e greater power of inverse scattering to make improved images over 
standard CPR. 

31.2.4	 Laboratory inver se radar imaging of a buried ABS pipe In 

reflection mode with ridged horns 
The x , y scanning apparatus used to make the noninverse images, shown in Figures 31. 1 to 
31.3, was also employed in Figures 31.4 to 31.8 . The challenge is that labora tory antennas 
ca nnot be modeled as point sources and receivers. T his problem can be solved by cal ibrat ing 
each antenna to pro duce a represen ta t ion of the incident field pat tern produced by the 
t ransmi t ting antenna and a sensitivity pattern for the receiving antenna. T hese pat terns 
must be accurate in spatial exte nt . The ante nnas were moved to 60 ern above the sand to 
avoid an tenn a-sand rever berat ions and to simplify the field pa ttern in th e vicin ity of th e 
target. Since our scanner is too low for this ra nge, the antennas were mount ed on a wooden 
scaffold in a fixed position above the sand. T he geometry is shown schematically in Figure 
:31.9. 

The sp ectral calibrat ion procedure was as follows. First , t he sand was covered with 
microwave absorber so t hat th e only signa l present was the d irect wave be tween th e 
transmitter and receiver horns. T his signa l was recorded for later subtract ion. Then , 
the sand was covered with an aluminum sheet. T he network analyze r was th en calibra ted 
to subt ract the d irect wave and then divi de by the alum inum reflection spect ru m. This 
has the effect of giving a perfect delta funct ion for the alumimun reflect ion a t t = O. Since 
the sa nd reflection is simi lar in spec trum to th e aluminum, this pro cedure ensure s that the 
signal from th e sand is compressed in time at t = 0 (it is "alm ost" a delt a funct ion ). This 
procedure is designed to try to maximize our ability to see th e target reflection with out 
being obscure d by the sand-a ir interface signal. T he target is a 3.5 inch air-filled ABS pipe 
and t he result ing data as a funct ion of time is shown in the top t race of Figure 31.10. Not e 
tha t the calibration procedur e has resulted in the desi red very good separat ion between the 
sand surface reflection and the tu be sign al. 

Also shown in Figu re :31 .10 is a 2-D simulated t ime trace using the following 
assumptions: 

• the simu lation is 2-D , consist ing of a line source transmitter and a line source receiver 
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cooalblellc ~ IMlyzer 

.73 an 

ridged horns 
1 - 12.4 GHz Q t{ \ 
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air 

sand 12"air filled abs pipe 
00 =9an 
10 =7.6cm 

wooden aandbcx bottom 

FIG. 31. 9. Geometry of the experiment showing two-wide band {1 to 12.4 GHz) ridged horTiIJ 

mo unted side by side in a fixed position 60 cm above a 5 ft .x4 ft . box filled with 12 in. of sa 

An air-filled PVC pipe with 9 cm outer diameter (aD) and 7.8 cm inner diam eter (ID) is buried 

5 inches deep (to its top surface). The antennas are connected to a network analyzer scanning 

from 1 to 12.4 GHz in 0.057 GHz steps (201 frequencies). Th e dielectric constant of the sand waS' 
determined by transmission experiments to be 2.35 with negligible conductivity (very dry sand) . Th ' 
, of the plastic relative to the sand is e~B Spl a3 t i c/e:and_ l=2. 6/2.35 - 1 = 0.106. Th e dielectric; 

cons tant of the air relative to the sand is e~ir /e:and- l =1/ 2.35 -1 = -0.57. We define the parameter; 
to be ima ged as , =e;arget/ e:a.nd - 1, which is zero outside the target. 

,a 

8 

.. 
I 

o 

-1 o Ii 4
timeIn nanoaec.

air-sandreflection 

.,./ 
experimental data: 

.. ...... 
''I ... 

<, 

__ 

I- /
tube top tube bottom 

20 simulated data : 

""'¥I Fe"'"' 'V 

a 

F IG. 31. 10. Comparison of the lab data with 2-D theory for the experiment in Figure 31.9. 

The top trace is the frequenc y domain experimental data transformed to time. The large sand 

reflection and smaller top and bott om pipe refl ections are evident. The lower curv e shows a time 

trace generated by a 2-D simulation of the geometry. At this poin t, a fair amount of clutter, most 

likely from other scatterers, is evident in the lab data. The weaker signal strength of the data versus : 

the simulati on is due to improper scaling between the simulation theory and the experiment. 
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FIG. 31.11. Centerline profile comparison of the true and reconstru cted I'S. 

located at the same x , y positions as the feed elements in the horns, and 

•	 the spectrum of the simulation is calibrated to give the same sand interface signal as 
that observed in the data. 

The main discrepancy between the data and simulation is that the ratio of the tube/ sand 
signals is smaller in the data than in the simulation. The overall waveform shape comparison 
is quite good , however. At this point, this amplitude discrepancy was thought to originate 
from the use of the aluminum reflection to calibrate the theory and experiment. Since the 
sand reflection signal derives from a large angular segment of the antenna radiation pa ttern , 
it may not satisfy the 2-D cylindrical wave approximation very well. 

The data was processed with an inverse scattering algorithm employing a constraint that 
forced the object to have cylindrical symmetry. Figure 31.11 shows a line plot comparison 
of th e true and reconstructed objects on the center axis. 

31.3 Advanced seismic a nd sonar imaging 
To compare standard sonar and inverse imaging methods using simulated data, we also 
performed reconstruction (using inverse scattering) for a rough sur face in addition to the 
random perturbations in the sediment itself. For this simulation , however, we used the 
layered Green's funct ion, which accounts for the head wave phenomena and other interfacial 
wave effects. The random per turbations were instituted in the same manner as previously 
(with the sine-convolved Gaussian random distribution). The background speed of sound 
Co is in this case the sediment speed of sound, namely, 1711 m/sec. Therefore the r values 
for the spherical shell and for the interior of the mine must be different from the previous 
case. In particular, the I inside of the mine is -0.1449. The I for the spherical shell is 
- 0.499, and that for sea water is 0.251. 

The aperture in this scenario was severely limited, compared to the case above. The 
scenario and its geometry are as shown in Figure 31.12. A cylinder is buried below a 
rough surface. The rough surface is added to simulate a worst case. Also included is a 
random speed of sound in the space to be imaged. In order to see the effect of t he random 
background, two sets of simulated data were made, both with a random surface. The first 
set has no random background, while the second set does . An example of the first set 
of data is shown in Figure 31.13, while the corresponding image made by backprojecting 
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FIG. 31.13. Data from thefirst im~mit~er ~ifi ~ll 72 '~e.ceiv er.S ind1tarrllYl~lXltei 
wavelengths above the bottom (at 150 kHz). No rarUIom ba ckgro h ~d in the objeCt was used,btit 

random surface was inclttded. The phas ~ speed ojs&ii1tie~ twas set equartothai o{sea watei-. ' 

72 receivers eventy distribulad along array . ~ 

•••••• • •••........ ·· 7 
9 transmilt8rs placed 
at evenlyspaced 
pcintaalong array 

seawaW 

FIG. 31.12. Geometry for simulation of inverse scattering irrw.ging of a buried object in rand; 

media with a rough surfa ce. Ttie -imaqe area is 72x.f8 pixels and each pixel is ~.A for>. correspo 

to sea water and here 0 = arctan (h) = 23.2 degrees. The average speed in imaqe array is 1 

m f s with a standard deviation of 17 m ]s'The shellwafl ~pet:r:l is 2400 mhand s~ell Cffftter 

is 1850 mf s. 

(beam forming) with normal radar migration iss hown in Figure 31.14. The image is 
good , but still , the average location of the rough.surface is .y isible and the top .and bo~~ 

of the cylinder can be identified. The corresponding data .and migrated image, with · 
random background turned on, issh()wn"reSp~FVt::ly, iufigures31.l5 and 31.16.. N"' 
how the random background has addlXl complex background artifacts to the data ~d 
image, so the surface of the sediment and the cylinder canno longer be identified. .. 

The dramatic improvement in image quality by the use of inverse scat tering is sh ...
Figure 31.17. The left panel shows the starting image containing the random backgr()u 

. . . . ." . J' : . iij~ 

FIG. 31.14. In the left frame the object is below the random surface in nonrandom media ~lj 
water} . The right frame shows the reconstruction by beam forming using data from the previ 

panel. 
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F IG. 31.1 5. Data from 72 receivers using only the 4th transmitter. A random background and 

a rough surfa ce was used. 

F IG. 31. 16. A back projected (i .e., synthetic focus or migrated) im age usi ng data made from 

an object in a random background and a rough surface. 

F IG. 31 .17. Model an of object buried in a random sediment below a rough surface is shown 

on left . The in verse scattering reconstru ction is shown on the right. The random rough surface is 

also reconstructed. 
.~ 
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and random surface. The right panel shows the reconstructed inverse image. f 

excellent-to-good quality of the imaged surface.trandom background, and the cyIili., 
Due to the nature of the layered Green's function used in the recons truction 

the generation of the'data,thel>asisfunetions usectinthe vertican<lfr~tion8 ('&5 

~:!::=~~:~;~}ri:~~~~~~.lr
 
10% achieved by the sine basis function algori thm (for thefree space case ). Furt " 
the Jacobian employed in the inversion was a Born.:.Iike approximation rather thant 
form. 

31.4 Advanced low-frequency EM imaging " 
As a final example of inverse methods, we demonstrate the properties of a po tential] 
valuable tool for 3-D imaging of th e resistivity (reciprocal of conduct ivity) of th~ 
at ranges of up to 3 meters . This range cannot be obtained using CPR because ', 
high absorption at radar freque~cies; ; 'Vsingfl:~l.1~ncies ;gf 10 kHz to 1 MHz provi " 
needed penetration , but spatial re.s<>11itio~Sliff~iedJ<F1lrthermore, at these low frequi
 
the size of CP R antennas are large 'fu14; 1lJ:i~el<ir {the~atetYPicaUY half a waveleni
 

~~~~f~§~~afll'{i~!$E~ 
t he size of a wavelength) to efficiently'coupleelectrom~etic energy into space or the ~ 
This feature is enhanced when IIl.~terilili :iwithhigh~rih~bility (such as ferri t es )ar~ 
as a core on which the coil is wound. The second factor is the use of euperresolution. 
is possible in the near field of the source and receiver antenna (coil). A further fact 
t he sma ll effective wavelength at these lower frequencies due to the high dielectri c coW 
of soils with high water content and due to the lower speed of propagation of waYl 
high conductivity media (by Lenz' s law, the conductive earth tries to maintain the ind{ 
currents ra ther than letting them propagate unimpeded, as in a vacuum). Spati al resolu 
of about the size of the coil for neighborhoods within about one wavelength of the anti 
coil is possible when using synthetic apertures. 

Figure 31.18 shows the geomet ry of a 2-D distribution of resistivity representin 
layers of dense nonaqueous phase li9tllc1(1?NAPL) contaminatioIl.A. \Vell, which cont . 
bistatic antenna, is loCated ~ .~ters ·frQpi 'tb.b closeste#g;r9fit~e sO¥taminat ion. The 0 

between trans mitting aIldr~iver 9?iJ1 ; i ~ held ' fbced~t abQ"ut Ff6<>t as the antenna 
is lowered down the wentoc~~.te ·~?~ypth~tic~peri~'The ~ent in th e transmit ti 
coil is fixed as a step fwiction (y/iW';~he.htia.l fall~off .orasal()Ilg p eriod, square wavE 
to allow the receiver coil topiCk hpthi/ reft&tedtransient illduced field. The ra te of d " 
of features in this t ransient field provide the encodedrange to regions of inhomogeneoi 
resistivity. One would expect -that inversion methods would be optimal for imaging t 
resist ivity from these trans ient data. We have found that the use of migration (b 
projection) -type algorithms [21, 22], with an assoc iated change of variable to approxim 
the reflect ion coefficient of the soil at each resolvable range bin , provides remarkably g, 
and useful ima ges without full inversion [21 ]. Figure 31.19 shows the data collected fro " 
this geometry. Figure 31.20 shows the migrated image made from these data. Note th at tb 
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FIG. 31. 18. Geometry of a 2-D distribution of resist ivity represen ting three layers of dense
 

nonaqueous phase liquid (DNA PL) contamination.
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FIG. 31.19. Geoelectric model of a dense nonaqueous phase liquid showing the data collected 

from the geometry shown in Fig. 31.18. 
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FIG. 31.20. Geoelt?£tric model of a dense rS;7lfJqueous phose liquid showing the migrat
 

reconstructed from data of Fig. 31.19 for the geometry shown in Fig. 31.18.
 

major structures have been resolved and arer~n~blY qUll-ntitatively accurate ," 
reconstruct ions are obtained with as much as 20 percent'noise <i:dded to thedate ; 

31.5 Summary and conclusions 
In this paper we have described the advantages of inverse imaging over present 
imaging methods. These advantages include improved spatial resolution, freedo 
multiple scattering and reverberation artifacts, 'and true quantitative imaging. wi 
illuminated the path ofBrogress frol1l theory t3;~imulation to laboratory expel' 
and planned field expe~~t.~: . Wl:l/~Ilv~shown ..~~mp les of inverse imaging using : 

:~~~:~dt ~:~~::~e~~~~~th~~v~~;h~~I~~~~c: ~~~:t~~:i:~;~V:
 
the predictions of the advari.tag~pf igYI:lrs€imagig~ov~r<:X)nventi ()naLmet hods . In 01"< 
implement inverse imaging nsini ~~f<l4t~" j;h~ A~r8ft¢tistics of the source of radiatioli 
the receiver of the scatteredr~~t.jdh (~!r;;·,:~nt~rma:sot;·~~~nsducers) must be combined' 
the wave equation models. Sin~.th~ .·~r~t.~ristic.s i~re .not . known and are notn 

i~~=:~:7~~~7:~i:a~:~1l~te~.i~~tll~h;~~;~!I~e:~a~:~::asm~:r:in
 
laboratory data and such calibration procedures and thus illustrate the value of calibr 

The role of inverse imaging in field servicedepends on several factors : 

•	 replication of the laboratory results at larger .field.scale, 

•	 implementation using more precise instrumentation to obtain
 
more repeatable data,
 

•	 incorporation of antenna or transducer calibration procedures, and 

•	 use of faster computers to reduce the cost of image computat ion and to allow la 
images to calculated. 
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The development of faster inverse .imaging algorithms and even faster approximate 
inverse imaging algorithms will also be clearly beneficial. The present state of inverse 
imaging methods and computer speed should allow these powerful methods to be applied 
in selected examples where the advantages of inverse methods are needed. Further evolution 
in th e speed and efficiency of algorit hms and hardware will bring inverse methods to wider 
application. 
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